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Author’s response to reviews:

1. Authorship change form

The author list has changed since the first version of this submission. The title page author list of the original submission:

Saadallah Iskandar, Ayman Megahid, Dalia Kamal, Osama Migahid, Ralph A. DeFronzo, Amin Jayyousi, Mahmood Al Jaidah, Muhammad Abdul-Ghani.

We have maintained the original list of Authorship in the revised manuscript, “Saadallah Iskandar1, Ayman Megahid2, Dalia Kamal2, Osama Migahid2, Ralph A. DeFronzo3, Amin Jayyousi2, Mahmood Al Jaidah1, Muhammad Abdul-Ghani2,3.”

And therefore, no Authorship form change is required
2. Author contributions

Please ensure all authors are included in this section. Currently there are authors listed on the title page that have not been included in this section.

Please also include a statement in the Authors' contributions section to the effect that all authors have read and approved the manuscript, and ensure that this is the case.

We have revised the Authors contributions and it reads as follows:

“SI, AM, MJ, and OM. have generated the data, DK helped in data analysis, M.A.G designed the study, contributed to data generation and data analysis, and wrote the first draft of the manuscript. R.A.D, and A.J. reviewed and revised the manuscript.

M.A.G is the guarantor of this work and, as such, had full access to all the data in the study and takes responsibility for the integrity of the data and the accuracy of the data analysis.

All authors have read the final version of the manuscript and approved it.”

3. Consent for publication

Please amend your “Consent for publication” section in your Declarations. Consent for publication refers to consent for the publication of identifying images or other personal or clinical details of participants that compromise anonymity. Seeing as this is not applicable to your manuscript please state “Not Applicable” in this section.

We have revised the Consent for publications and it reads as follows:

“All authors consent for publication this manuscript Including images and other anonymous clinical details of participants”

4. Clean manuscript

At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours.

All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

Please remove any files that should not be published along with your manuscript e.g. cover letters, reviewer responses, guidelines etc., ready for publication.
We have uploaded the clean copy of the manuscript and the two figures